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Even After Absorbing Significant Transient Expenses,
Q1 Operating Income Rose 240% YoY
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Software Development Business Receives Major Orders from the Public Sector
The consolidated business results of the ID Group for the first quarter of the fiscal year ending March 31, 2019 (Q1
FY2018) were net sales of ¥6.6 billion, marking a rise of 24% from the same period of the previous fiscal year (YoY);
and operating income of ¥4 billion, an increase of 240% YoY. Both the system operation management segment and
software development segment grew. Expenses were considerable, including the cost of moving the headquarters of
Fess Co., Ltd., which had been made a subsidiary in January 2018 (the move was completed July 23); a provision for
product warranties for software development (warranty expenses for guarantee contracts without compensation and
warranties against defects in received software development projects); and goodwill amortization. The ID Group
enjoyed a significant increase in operating income, due to the fruition of measures to increase productivity from
strengthened project management, to prevent the occurrence of unprofitable projects, and bolster sales efforts aimed at
enhancing profitability. In net sales by segment, many segments delivered significant growth. Sales in system operation
management grew 29% YoY to ¥4.1 billion. Revenues at Fess expanded considerably, while existing businesses held
up firmly. In existing business segments, while returns for the platform development segment in the financial sector
were sluggish, the operation management business turned in a rise in net sales due to intensive focus on existing
customers in the financial sector. The software development segment enjoyed growth of 15% YoY to ¥2.3 billion. The
ID Group received orders from major projects in the public sector, offsetting the wrapping-up of major projects in the
financial and transportation sectors. Other segments grew 30% YoY to ¥300 million. Sales of security products
increased, as did net sales from consulting and at overseas subsidiaries.

Expectations for an Upswing in FY2018 are Strong, but We are Taking a
Wait-and-See Approach for Now
The ID Group’s net sales were at the top end of the range forecast by Quick Corporation for Q1 FY2018, while operating
income exceeded expectations. The software development segment exhibited solid growth, while the system operation
management segment received a boost not only from Fess’s contribution but also from solid performance in existing
businesses. Despite the burden of transient expenses for the transfer of Fess’ headquarters and a provision for product
warranties, this segment reported a dramatic increase in operating income and its profitability improved. On the other
hand, additional expenses for received projects created a negative impression. Although provisions are expected to
cover fully the costs for the projects in question, concerns linger. Quick Corporation has therefore kept its forecast of
consolidated business results for FY2018 unchanged. The business environment is favorable, lifting expectations for
an upswing, but for now we are taking a wait-and-see approach.
In comparison with the previous fiscal year, growth in sales to the financial sector, which is the ID Group’s
main financial base, is expected to be challenging due to the completion of major projects, but orders from other
customers, with whom the ID Group has been strengthening its relationships, are expected to expand. The system
operation management segment, to which Fess should contribute throughout the fiscal year, is forecast to increase its
revenue by about 20%, serving as a driving force for the ID Group as a whole. The software development segment is
also forecast to grow, powered by projects with customers in the public sector. Both net sales and operating income are
anticipated to break previous records.
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Disclaimers
In this English language report, QUICK Co., Ltd, analyzes a report (hereinafter referred to as
“original report”) that was created under contract with the Tokyo Stock Exchange in Japanese,
translated into English by targeted company, Information Development Co., Ltd.
Both QUICK Co., Ltd., and the Tokyo Stock Exchange (hereinafter referred to as “both companies”)
are not liable nor shall be held accountable for the accuracy of the English translation of this
report. Both companies will also not be held accountable for any errors in direct relation to the
English translation of this report. Although the disclaimer & report was translated into English by
Information Development Co., Ltd, the English version of the disclaimer & report will still be valid.
However, both companies will not be held liable for any inaccuracies. In addition, both companies
are not to be held accountable for any mistakes or problems that may arise in relation to the
translation whatsoever.
1. This Report was prepared using the Analyst Report Platform operated by the Tokyo Stock Exchange, Inc. (“TSE”). It was
not prepared by the TSE.
2. The company covered in this Report promised to pay the fee for preparing this Report; the company paid the fee in full to
the TSE, and then the TSE paid it to QUICK Corporation (the “Report Preparation Company”).
3. This Report has not been reviewed or approved by the TSE (but if the TSE finds an objective error in this Report or subject
matter that is inappropriate, the TSE may raise the issue with the Report Preparation Company).
4. There are no material conflicts of interest between the Report Preparation Company or the analyst who has written this
Report and the company described in these materials other than that which has been stated in this Report.
5. This Report has been prepared as reference information for the sole purpose of helping individuals make investment
decisions, and it is not intended to solicit or attract securities trades or other types of transactions. Investors may suffer
losses due to market fluctuations or other factors when trading securities. The company covered in this report is not
necessarily suitable for all investors considering each investor’s level of investment knowledge and experience, assets, and
reasons for investing. It is ultimately up to the individual investor him or herself when choosing a stock and making a final
investment decision.
6. When preparing this Report, the Report Preparation Company met with the company covered herein and received
disclosures of information from the company, but the hypotheses and conclusions contained in this Report are based on the
analysis and review conducted by the Report Preparation Company, not the company. This Report is based on details that
were current when this Report was prepared and may change without notice.
7. The Report Preparation Company prepared this Report based on information that it deemed reliable. However, the TSE
and the Report Preparation Company do not guarantee or approve that the details contained herein are true and correct; that
there are no omissions of material facts; or, the value of the securities issued by the company covered in these materials.
Investors should use this Report and the information contained herein at their discretion and responsibility, for whatever
purpose they choose, and the TSE and the Report Preparation Company are not liable whatsoever for the investment results
stemming from the use of this Report or the information contained herein.
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8. The Report Preparation Company owns, and grants the TSE an exclusive license to use, the copyrights to this Report. Thus,
the duplication, sale, use, publication, or distribution of the information contained in this Report is forbidden by law without
the consent of the TSE.

<About Benchmarks>
An explanation of the benchmarks used in this Report is available on the Tokyo Stock Exchange’s website.
For further details, see: http://www.jpx.co.jp/listing/ir-clips/analyst-report/02.html
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